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BELOW 

No. 500AG: A silicon, integrated circuit building block chip (16-beam) consisting of seven NPN tran sistors with a common 

emitter. 
Each transistor has an hFE of 55 @ 2.0 mA and peaks at ~ 4.0 mA with a minimum BVcEo of 12.2 V. All seven transistors 

are matched for hFE to within ± 25% of each other. Also the VoE of all seven transistors are matched to within 10 mV of 

each other. Each transistor has a current rating of 30 mA with total power of the device limited to 250 mW. 

No. 500AH : A silicon integrated circuit chip characterized as a building block consisting of three differential pairs of medium 

voltage NPN transistors. The device was intended for use in the No. 174 PCD in the Small HORIZON ® Communications 

System. 
The collector-to-emitter breakdown voltaa"e for each transistor is 30 Vdc while the maximum collector-to-substrate breakdown 

voltage is 35 V de. Each transistor is able to dissipate 50 mW of power with total dissipation of the chip not to exceed 250 

mW. 
Fabricated using beam-lead, sealed -junction technology . 

No. 500AK: A silicon integrated circuit using low-voltage SBC, beam-lead, sealed junction technology. 

Characterized as a building block and contains three independent 20 mA NPN transistors and two 20 mA NPN transistors 

with common emitters. 
The substrate is connected to one of the independent NPN transistors. 

Encapsulated in a 16-lead plastic dip. 
Initial use: Ranger II (Cordless Telephone). 

No. 500AL: A silicon, integrated circuit (16-beam) chip characterized as a building block. 

Consists of five independent NPN transistors, each having one diode-connected transistor (base-collector shorted) in series 

with the collector lead. 
Fabricated using low-voltage SBC, beam -lead, sealed junction technology. 

Initial use: No. 677AD Hybrid Integrated Circuit. 

Code No. 

500AG 
500AH 
500AK 
500AL 

Comcode Rating 

103 065 603 
103 227 864 
103 765 517 
103 800 835 
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